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Introductions
Water and sewerage undertaker for
North West England
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serving 7.3 million people and 200,000
businesses
566 Wastewater treatment works
78,000 km of sewerage pipes
196,000 tonnes of sewage sludge treated per
annum
56,000 hectares of land
166 reservoirs
86 WTW
42,000 km of water mains

Sarah Jenner

Strategic Catchment Planning
Manager, United Utilities
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Agenda
• Delivering greater value for the environment
• What do we mean by nature based solutions?
• What's hindering their uptake?
• What does the future hold?
• The Water Industry National Environment Programme
• Evolution of the Water Industry National Environment
Programme to support delivery of greater value
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Supporting the water industry to deliver greater
value for the environment
“At the current rate of progress it will take over 200 years to reach the government’s 25 Year Environment Plan target of at least 75% of
waters to be close to their natural state”.
Source: Environment Agency, Challenges and Choices 2019

UK target to reach net zero by 2050 and Water Industry commitment to reach net zero by 2030
The need to enhance the ecosystem resilience companies rely upon

Where
Where we’ve
we’ve come
come from
from

Where do we need to move to?

A process that designed to drive step
Investment focused on step changes in
changes in wastewater effluent quality
wastewater effluent quality driven by
driven by directives such as Urban
directives such as Urban Wastewater
Wastewater Treatment and Bathing
Treatment and Bathing Waters
Waters

Investment that supports the industry to
work in partnership to address the
resilience of ecosystems our services are
intrinsically linked to whilst also meeting
statutory requirements
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Nature based solutions

Wetlands

Natural flood management

SuDS

Leaky dams, bog, salt marshes, reconnecting floodplains,
river restoration, woodland/grassland creation...

Surface water removal

Catchment management

Interventions in rural/farm settings to improve water quality,
soil health, nutrient management and reduce runoff/flooding

Passive treatment, NFM, habitat creation,
integrated, urban/rural settings…

Tree planting

Hybrid/integrated solutions

Before

After

Conventional + natural, CSO spill storage + treatment, in-river
treatment, repurposed old assets (hard to soft/natural engineered)…
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What's hindering nature based solutions
Strict regulatory delivery timeframes
Expecting the same precision from a nature based solution as a hard engineered solution
A lack of long term ambition for the environment
An economic regulation framework that favours investment that deliver long term assets over long term
commitments
Requirements often set as outputs not outcomes thereby stifling the opportunity for catchment solutions
Natural capital markets hindered because not all parties are incentivised to address environmental impact
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What does the future hold?
Ofwat strategy for Price Review 24 (PR24)
Cross governmental review of the WINEP
EA, Defra and Ofwat have come together
to review how better value can be
delivered for every £ the water industry
spends on environmental enhancement.
Unlocking nature based solutions is a key
part of this.
WINEP methodology due end Oct 2021

Ofwat have shown strong interest in the
potential of nature based solutions and
plan to publish their initial views on their
adoption between April-June 2021

Water Industry Green Recovery
Our regulators are currently reviewing
proposals for nature based solutions as
part of green recovery. Ofwat will publish
their provisional decisions on company
proposals between April-June 2021
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Natural Environment
Investment Readiness
Fund
Aims to stimulate private
investment and market
based mechanisms that
improve and safeguard our
domestic natural
environment by helping
projects get ready for
investment.

Water Industry National Environment Programme
• WINEP represents a set of actions that the Environment Agency require water companies to complete within
a 5 year period.
• It drives significant investment into the water environment, for example the 2020-2025 WINEP is forecast to
drive £5bn of investment in England
• Mainly focused on water quality but some aspects of water resources, biodiversity and physical
modifications
• It has delivered some key improvements, for example to bathing waters across the country
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Three principles for unlocking greater value

Integration of the WINEP process with long term planning

Framing WINEP requirements around a range of relevant outcomes to deliver
better value
An economic regulation framework that enhances the delivery of wider public
value to customers, society and the environment
Full discussion paper https://www.unitedutilities.com/globalassets/documents/pdf/winep-review-discussionpaper-v1.0.pdf
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Integration of the WINEP process with long term
Why we need better integration?
planning
Drainage and
Wastewater
Management
Plans

Water
Resources
Management
Plans

• Preventing deterioration due to climate change and growth
is likely to become an increasing focus in future WINEPs.

25 years

25 years

• Embedment of circular economy principles within WINEP
solutions is compromised without a long term view

Water Industry
National
Environment
Programme

Regional Water
Resources
Management
Plans

5 years

25 years

Flood and
Coastal Risk
Management
Plans
6 years

• Partnerships and catchment solutions take time to develop
as a wider system needs to be understood.

• A significant portion of WASC’s carbon footprints is
wastewater and sludge emissions which will need offsetting
in the short term with longer term reductions delivered at
the optimal point for investment when all drivers are
considered
What needs to change?
A longer term ambition for the environment to allow
integration into long term planning
A greater understanding by companies of their dependency on
ecosystem resilience

River Basin
Management
Plans
6 years
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Framing WINEP requirements around a range of
relevant outcomes to deliver better value
Outputs

Supports a Catchment
Systems Thinking
approach which intervenes
at the point where best
value can be delivered

Outcomes
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An example of how a focus on outcomes leads to
greater value - River Petteril, Cumbria
Scenario

UU Asset Improvements

Catchment
interventions

Cost

Benefits other than phosphorus

Original requirement

Calthwaite WwTW,
Greystoke WwTW,
Low Hesketh WwTW,
Motherby WwTW

None

£20m

None

Actual scheme delivered

Calthwaite WwTW
(flexible permit),
Greystoke WwTW,
Southwaite WwTW,
Motherby WwTW

150kg/yr P
removed

£13m

• Reduction in emissions of
1900kg/yr nitrate
• 7000kg/yr sediment
• 500kg/yr nitrous oxide
• Natural flood risk mgmt.
• Influence over £350k pa Nestle
catchment investment
• Reduction in nitrate pollution in a
water safeguard zone of Bowscar
borehole

We need to unlock the potential for more schemes like this if we can going to enhance ecosystem resilience
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